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 CleanCloseUnlimited usageUnlimited licenseEvery you can use itUndo historyStarts in Advanced tab.Highlights your layers
and puts them in correct order.Interface for selecting the active layer and apply action to all the selected layers.You can change

the active layer using Layer Selection Window.This script does not affect the original file structure and no visible changes in the
original file.Original file is kept with the Action/Script, you can open the script anytime to edit it and save the edited version.

Features -Create a new layer, add an effect or change the opacity.You can also apply the same effect to multiple layers at a time.
The Action is easy to use.No need to write Photoshop's CS3 in Action script. -The Action is nice to work with layers.Select the
selected layers and apply effect to them at a time using this action.The Action is optimized to work with Smart Objects.You can
add a mask to the Smart Object and then apply this action to multiple layers.You can place the masked layer between layers and
apply the action to it.You can apply this action to layers that are created in a new file. -The action has the option to put layers in

correct order.The Action puts the layers in correct order, including masked layers.You can also select layers and apply this
action to them.You can also place the selected layers and apply this action to them.You can also select layers and apply this

action to them.The action comes with an easy to use interface.You can select layers by clicking the Layers and you can view the
layer selection window to select all the layers.You can also select layers by clicking the icon beside the layer name.The layers are

displayed in the order in which they are added in the document.You can also change the order of the layers using this action.
-This action is for Photoshop CS3 only. -You can place the masked layer between layers and apply the action to it. -You can
select layers and apply the action to them. -You can select layers by clicking the Layers and you can view the layer selection

window to select all the layers. -The layers are displayed in the order in which they are added in the document. -You can change
the order of the layers using this action. -You can also place the masked layer between layers and apply the action to it. -You can

select layers 82157476af
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